Third floor Classrooms Progress

**West Side** = Research Computer lab, HR offices and Classrooms 307 and 309
**East Side** = Classrooms 331, 333, 337

333 and 337 will be active learning, similar to classroom 20 on ground floor, but with capacity for 25
307, 309 and 331 will be seminar style

---

**Progress**

**West**
- Electrical rough in - Done
- Ceiling grids - Done
- Overhead Light Fixtures - Done

**East**
- Electrical rough in - Done
- Drywall - done
- Paint - Done
- Ceiling grids
- Overhead Light Fixtures

---

**All of 3rd**
- Card Readers - done
- Telecom/data
- Marker boards/Acoustic Panels/Wall devices
- Flooring
- Test and Balance/Commissioning
- Final Clean-Construction
- AV Install/Programming
- Furniture Install

---
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